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Nova: â€œAbsolute Zeroâ€• Name: â€‹ Jordan Mills Per:â€‹ 7 PART 1 â€“ â€‹ THE CONQUEST OF COLD 1.
Cornelius Drebbel had a wager with King.

The conquest of conquest of cold continues. With magnetic cooling, we shift four more decimal places until
we reach the coldest recorded temperature in the universe, created at a lab in Helsinki: pico-Kelvin or a 10th
of a billionth of a degree above absolute zero. Onnes was the tortoise to Dewar's hare. To advance knowledge
and conquer the cold required a very different approach, the scientific method. The quest to reach absolute
zero opens up a new quantum world of possibilities. The end of the 20th century produced another
low-temperature contest. This weird quantum world is part of a new frontier opened up by the descent towards
absolute zero. Thank you. With ultracold refrigerators, the decimal point shifts three places to a few
thousandths of a degree. Unfortunately, Dewar had made enemies of both of them by refusing to collaborate
and belittling their achievements, so they had no desire to share their helium. It should not have been difficult.
It's liquefied helium. NARRATOR: In one stroke, Amontons had realized that although temperatures might go
on rising forever, they could only fall as far as this absolute point, now known to be minus degrees centigrade.
And she is constantly posing a new challenge, unanticipated by those people who start out on the race. How
have scientists and dreamers, over the past four centuries, plunged lower and lower down the temperature
scale to conquer the cold and reach its ultimate limit, a holy grail as elusive as the speed limit of light? To
make matters worse, a lab assistant turned a knob the wrong way, releasing a whole canister of helium into the
air. These are very strange, very unfamiliar to us, but, in fact, each one of these atoms starts to display
wave-like properties. JAMES DEWAR Dramatization : The descent to a temperature within five degrees of
zero would open up new vistas of scientific inquiry, which would add immensely to our knowledge of the
properties of matter. Michael Faraday had produced cold. They get colder and colder and denser and denser,
and eventually, in this way, evaporation forces the Bose-Einstein condensation to occur. Boyle was curious
about the way water expanded when it turned to ice. Dewar was very secretive about his work, hiding crucial
parts of apparatus from public view before his lectures. They're all in one great big quantum state. They have
teeth that are sharpened on both sides and set so it cuts on both the up and the down stroke. But the descent
doesn't stop there. Frederick Tudor had a chance conversation with his brother that led him on a path to
become one of the richest men in America. SETH LLOYD: It's almost like a form of parallel computation, but
in the parallel computer, one processor does this, one processor does that, so you have two processors doing
this and that. So the basic notion was that caloric was this fluid that was, as he put it, "self-repulsive. Now, at
the dawn of the 20th century, air cooling was about to shake the world. It bounces well, I think you'll agree.
The key moments in cold in this episode include: Cornelius Drebbel's spooky trick of turning summer into
winter for the English king, achieved in much the way that homemade ice cream is produced; Antoine
Lavoisier's battle with Count Benjamin Rumford over the caloric theory of heat, an intellectual contest set
against the backdrop of the French Revolution, in which Lavoisier unfortunately lost his head; and Michael
Faraday's explosive experiments to liquefy gases, which established the principles that make refrigerators
possible. Already, supercooled quantum devices are mapping the magnetic activity of the brain. Carrier, using
some principles that he's been developing as a young, new employee of this fan company, finds a way to get
out the July, , run of the Judge magazine, and from there he begins to eventually build his air conditioning
empire. So when he got back home he finally tried to figure out what was the difference between the quick
freezing and the usual freezing.


